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Thank you utterly much for downloading beyond shame 1 kit rocha.Most likely you have knowledge that,
people have see numerous period for their favorite books bearing in mind this beyond shame 1 kit rocha, but
end stirring in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a fine PDF taking into account a mug of coffee in the afternoon, instead they juggled in
the manner of some harmful virus inside their computer. beyond shame 1 kit rocha is within reach in our
digital library an online admission to it is set as public for that reason you can download it instantly. Our
digital library saves in complex countries, allowing you to get the most less latency epoch to download any of
our books in the same way as this one. Merely said, the beyond shame 1 kit rocha is universally compatible in
the manner of any devices to read.

Beyond Shame: Beyond, Book One-Kit Rocha 2012-09-16 Book One in the bestselling, award-winning
BEYOND series. A dangerous world of sex, lust and violence... All Noelle Cunningham has ever wanted is a
life beyond--beyond the walls of Eden, where only the righteous are allowed to remain, and beyond her
stiflingly restrictive existence as a councilman's daughter. But only ruins lie outside the City, remnants of
a society destroyed by solar storms decades earlier. The sectors surrounding Eden house the corrupt, the
criminal--men like Jasper McCray, bootlegger and cage fighter. Jas clawed his way up from nothing to
stand at the right hand of Sector Four's ruthless leader, and he'll defend the O'Kane gang with his life. But
no fight ever prepared him for the exiled City girl who falls at his feet. Her innocence is undeniable, but so
is their intense sexual attraction, and soon they're crossing every boundary Noelle barely knew she had.
But if she wants to belong to Jas, first she'll have to open herself to a world where passion is power, and
freedom is found in submission.
Beyond Shame (Beyond Series, Book 1)-Kit Rocha 2012-09 All Noelle Cunningham has ever wanted was a
life beyond--beyond her stifling role as a prim and proper councilman's daughter, and beyond the walls of
the patriarchal city of Eden, the only remnants of safety in a world destroyed by solar storms decades
earlier. But when she's banished for violating the prohibition against immorality, she's unprepared for the
lawless world outside the city's walls. The sectors surrounding Eden house those abandoned to fend for
themselves--men like Jasper McCray, bootlegger and cage fighter. Jas clawed his way up from nothing to
stand at the right hand of Sector Four's ruthless leader, and he'll defend the O'Kane gang with his life. But
fighting hasn't prepared him for dealing with a sheltered City princess who falls at his feet. Her innocence
is undeniable, but so is her intense sexual curiosity. Soon they're exploring every dark fantasy she's ever
been ashamed to have. But if Noelle wants to claim her place with the O'Kanes and at Jas's side, she'll
have to find the courage to embrace something even more terrifying than her own desires. Her own
power. *** The Beyond Series is dystopian erotic romance. While the books explore kink and sex with
multiple partners in a dark and decadent world, all sex between characters is 100% consensual.
Deal with the Devil-Kit Rocha 2020-07-28 Deal with the Devil is Orphan Black meets the post-apocalyptic
Avengers by USA Today and New York Times bestselling author duo Kit Rocha. Nina is an information
broker with a mission—she and her team of mercenary librarians use their knowledge to save the hopeless
in a crumbling America. Knox is the bitter, battle-weary captain of the Silver Devils. His squad of
supersoldiers went AWOL to avoid slaughtering innocents, and now he's fighting to survive. They’re on a
deadly collision course, and the passion that flares between them only makes it more dangerous. They
could burn down the world, destroying each other in the process... Or they could do the impossible: team
up. This is the first book in a near-future science fiction series with elements of romance. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Beyond Forever (O'Kane for Life, #2)-Kit Rocha 2017-10-24 Before they were the King and Queen… Six
years before the Beyond series started, an ambitious bootlegger named Dallas O’Kane caught a very
pretty thief named Lex with her hand in his safe. The rest is very sexy history. In Beyond Forever, follow
Dallas and Lex through the turning points in their relationship, from the night he caught her trying to rob
him, through his rise to successful bootlegger, to legend, to Sector Leader--with Lex always there, willing
to give him the push he needs. Beyond Forever is a prequel novella that jumps through time to tell the
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story of the biggest moments in the formation of the O’Kanes and their King and Queen. It will be far more
enjoyable if you’ve already read Beyond Control, and contains spoilers for the entire Beyond series.
Beyond Surrender-Kit Rocha 2016-12-13 She's the heart of O'Kane liquor. For years, Nessa has been
focused on work. She keeps the whiskey-and the money-flowing, and life is sweet. Sure, she's tired of
being everyone's baby sister, and she longs for a man who can stand up to her overprotective O'Kane
brothers. But she never thought she'd meet him in the middle of a war. He's the brains of the revolution.
War is all Ryder knows. He was raised with one goal: to ensure the sectors' successful rebellion against
Eden. His father and his mentor both died for freedom, and nothing will stop him from securing their
legacies with victory. He doesn't have time for distractions-especially beautiful, impulsive ones like Nessa.
Opposites don't just attract, they combust. Together, Nessa and Ryder have a chance for something more
than the lives they've always known. But this is war-deadly, bloody war-and the only way to happily-everafter is straight through Eden.
Beyond Ruin-Kit Rocha 2016-02-23 The explosive 7th book in the bestselling BEYOND series. The sectors
will never be the same... Adrian Maddox fled his royal life—and tragic past—in Sector One, choosing
instead to join up with the O’Kanes. For years, he’s lived by one rule: love fast, love hard, and always be
willing to walk away. He’s managed to guard his heart, keep it whole and untouched—until now. They
couldn’t be more different—Dylan, the brilliant, burned-out doctor from Eden who drowns his pain with
drugs and self-destruction. Scarlet, the sensuous, sexy rocker from Three, a woman unafraid to embrace
the world. And Jade, the whore turned spy from Sector Two, who battled addiction and came out stronger
than anyone he’s ever met. Separately, they make Mad long to open his heart, to tumble head-first into a
sea of possibilities and wild love. Together, they make him burn, inside and out, with lust and unbearable,
unimaginable pleasure. Then one fateful moment shakes their world to its foundations—and leaves the
sectors on the verge of all-out war with Eden. It’s the biggest fight the O’Kanes have ever faced, and Mad
and his lovers are at the dead center of it. They could end up with everything they never knew they
wanted—or lose it all. Including their lives.
Beyond Series Bundle (Volume Three)-Kit Rocha 2016-12-31 The final three books in the bestselling,
award-winning BEYOND series! BEYOND RUIN Adrian Maddox fled his royal life—and tragic past—in
Sector One, choosing instead to join up with the O’Kanes. For years, he’s lived by one rule: love fast, love
hard, and always be willing to walk away. He’s managed to guard his heart, keep it whole and
untouched—until now. They couldn’t be more different—Dylan, the brilliant, burned-out doctor from Eden
who drowns his pain with drugs and self-destruction. Scarlet, the sensuous, sexy rocker from Three, a
woman unafraid to embrace the world. And Jade, the whore turned spy from Sector Two, who battled
addiction and came out stronger than anyone he’s ever met. Separately, they make Mad long to open his
heart, to tumble head-first into a sea of possibilities and wild love. Together, they make him burn, inside
and out, with lust and unbearable, unimaginable pleasure. Then one fateful moment shakes their world to
its foundations—and leaves the sectors on the verge of all-out war with Eden. It’s the biggest fight the
O’Kanes have ever faced, and Mad and his lovers are at the dead center of it. They could end up with
everything they never knew they wanted—or lose it all. Including their lives. BEYOND ECSTASY The
O’Kanes have a reputation for working hard and playing harder—except for Hawk. He joined the gang
with one goal: to ensure his family’s survival through the impending war with Eden. It’s been years since
he had the luxury of wanting anything for himself. Now, he wants Jeni. From the first moment he saw her,
he’s been obsessed with making her his. Not for a night—forever. Jeni’s been lusting after the former
smuggler for months, but he keeps shutting her down. She’s almost given up on getting him in her bed
when he offers her the last thing she ever expected—a collar. Accepting it means belonging to him, body
and soul. It’s a reckless gamble, but Jeni can’t resist the chance to slip under Hawk’s armor. The only
thing more shocking than the dark, dangerous pleasure they discover is how right it feels. But falling in
love is even more reckless when forever is far from guaranteed. Because they aren’t just at war, they’re
out of time—and every breath could be their last. BEYOND SURRENDER For years, Nessa has been
focused on work. She keeps the whiskey—and the money—flowing, and life is sweet. Sure, she’s tired of
being everyone’s baby sister, and she longs for a man who can stand up to her overprotective O’Kane
brothers. But she never thought she’d meet him in the middle of a war. War is all Ryder knows. He was
raised with one goal: to ensure the sectors’ successful rebellion against Eden. His father and his mentor
both died for freedom, and nothing will stop him from securing their legacies with victory. He doesn’t
have time for distractions—especially beautiful, impulsive ones like Nessa. Opposites don’t just attract,
they combust. Together, Nessa and Ryder have a chance for something more than the lives they’ve always
known. But this is war—deadly, bloody war—and the only way to happily-ever-after is straight through
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Eden.
Liberating Lacey-Anne Calhoun 2010-01 Newly divorced Lacey Meyers wasted too many years yawning
through sex in the missionary position. Now she's looking for a hookup with a man who can make her
shatter. What she gets is a hot younger cop with handcuffs. . .and he's not afraid to use them. Hunter
Anderson knows the score-though classy, successful women like Lacey might play with guys like him, at
the end of the evening, they walk. But when one night leads to another and then another, he finds himself
getting too attached to a woman he can't have. Lacey knows Hunter-gorgeous, hard-edged and eight years
younger-won't want anything permanent. No matter how hot and daring he makes her first public sex,
quickie, backseat encounter and secret fantasy role-play, she can't mistake adventurous sex for emotional
involvement. They both know it's got to end, and soon, or someone's going to get hurt. But can either of
them go back to life without the other? Reader Advisory: Lacey's highly erotic "forced" sex fantasy comes
true in this book. Lucky her!
Ivan-Kit Rocha 2018-02-06 Gideon's Riders Book #3.
Deep Wizardry-Diane Duane 2003-10-01 Coming to the aid of a wounded whale, Kit and Nita are plunged
into deep wizardry. The whale is a wizard, and she enlists Kit and Nita in battle against the sinister Lone
Power. Becoming whales themselves, Nita and Kit join in an ancient ritual performed by whales, dolphins,
and a single fearsome shark. But which poses more of a danger: the Lone Power, or ed'Rashtekaresket,
the enormous shark as old as the sea?
Beyond Bundle Volume One (Books #1 - #3)-Kit Rocha BEYOND SHAME (87,000 words, 354 pages) All
Noelle Cunningham has ever wanted is a life beyond the walls of Eden, where only the righteous are
allowed to remain. But ruins lie outside the City, remnants of a society destroyed by solar storms. Those
ruins house the corrupt and the criminal--men like Jasper McCray, bootlegger and cage fighter. He'll
defend the O'Kane gang with his life, but no fight prepared him for the exiled City girl who falls at his feet.
Her innocence is undeniable, and so is their attraction. But if she wants to belong to Jas, she'll have to
open herself to a world where passion is power, and freedom is found in submission. BEYOND CONTROL
(100,000 words, 398 pages) Alexa Parrino escaped a life of servitude to become one of the most influential
people in Sector Four, where the O'Kanes rule with a hedonistic but iron fist. There's nothing she wouldn't
do for the gang--and for its leader. But she bows to no one, not even Dallas O'Kane. Dallas fought to carve
order out of the chaos of the sectors. Danger threatens his people, but his liquor business is flourishing,
and new opportunities fuel his ambition. Lex could help him expand his empire--and no one says no to the
king of Sector Four. Falling into bed is easy, but their sexual games are anything but casual. Attraction
quickly turns to obsession, and their careful dance of heady dominance and sweet submission uncovers a
need so deep, so strong, it could crush them both. BEYOND PAIN (89,000 words, 350 pages) Live fast, die
young--anything else is a fantasy for Six. She's endured the worst the sectors had to throw at her, but
falling in with Dallas O'Kane's Sector Four gang lands her in a whole new world of danger. They're
completely open about everything, including their sexuality--but she hasn't survived this long by making
herself vulnerable. Especially not to men as dominant as Brendan Donnelly. Bren is a killer, trained in
Eden and thrown to the sectors. His one outlet is pain, in the cage and in the bedroom, and emotion is a
luxury he can't afford--until he meets Six. Protecting her soothes him, but it isn't enough. Her hunger for
touch sparks a journey of erotic discovery where anything goes--voyeurism, flogging, rough sex. He has
only one rule: he won't share her. In Bren's arms, Six is finally free to let go. But his obsession with the
man who made him a monster could destroy the fragile connection they've forged, and cost him the one
thing that makes him feel human--her love.
Slow Surrender-Cecilia Tan 2014-08-26 He pushes her sexual boundaries . . . From the moment waitress
Karina meets him in a New York bar, she knows James is different. Daring. Dominating. Though he hides
his true identity from her, the mysterious, wealthy businessman anticipates her every desire and fulfills
her secret fantasies. Awakened by his touch, Karina discovers a wild side she hadn't known existed and
nothing is off limits. She aches for more . . . What begins as an erotic game soon escalates to a power play
that blurs the line between pleasure and pain. Even as she capitulates to James's sensual demands, Karina
craves more. She wants his heart, his soul. She wants his love . . . and she'll break all the rules to get it.
Claimed-Elle Kennedy 2015-10-06 "Signet Eclipse contemporary romance"--Spine.
Beyond Ecstasy-Kit Rocha 2016-05-24 The O’Kanes have a reputation for working hard and playing
harder—except for Hawk. He joined the gang with one goal: to ensure his family’s survival through the
impending war with Eden. It’s been years since he had the luxury of wanting anything for himself. Now,
he wants Jeni. From the first moment he saw her, he’s been obsessed with making her his. Not for a
night—forever. Jeni’s been lusting after the former smuggler for months, but he keeps shutting her down.
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She’s almost given up on getting him in her bed when he offers her the last thing she ever expected—a
collar. Accepting it means belonging to him, body and soul. It’s a reckless gamble, but Jeni can’t resist the
chance to slip under Hawk’s armor. The only thing more shocking than the dark, dangerous pleasure they
discover is how right it feels. But falling in love is even more reckless when forever is far from guaranteed.
Because they aren’t just at war, they’re out of time—and every breath could be their last.
Protecting Their Mate-Moira Rogers 2017-07-11 Blake is on a mission from his alpha-to track down a
werewolf whose parents dragged her into the human world years ago, one who may be in danger. He
expects the lead to go nowhere, given how few wolves live among humans, but he discovers something
rare indeed, caged in a basement: a beautiful, curvy woman gripped by the fever, ready to mate.Ashley
Todd has never fit in. She's always been too much-too big, too demanding, too aware of the wolf hiding
beneath her skin. She's been locked away for months-been alone for a lifetime-and in walks Blake to save
her from her prison. Her rescuer is hard, intense-a dominant wolf whose bossy attitude makes her
growl...and yearn to submit.Soothing Ashley's mating fever is Blake's responsibility-and his pleasure. Their
passion is explosive, undeniable. But what started out as a job for Blake quickly becomes something more,
and the toughest part of his mission looms: taking Ashley back to his pack so she can choose her
permanent mate from amongst his brethren.Ashley is drawn to dominant Blake, but meeting the rest of
the pack reignites her desire. She is overwhelmed by her new life and all it entails, but embracing her
inner wolf means embracing the truth: if she doesn't explore her attraction to the other members of the
pack, she'll never find her forever mate.Protecting Their Mate was originally published as an eight part
serial under the penname Mia Thorne. It has been repackaged, but the story remains the same.
Tears of Tess-Pepper Winters 2013-08-30 “My life was complete. Happy, content, everything neat and
perfect. Then it all changed. I was sold.” Tess Snow has everything she ever wanted: one more semester
before a career in property development, a loving boyfriend, and a future dazzling bright with possibility.
For their two year anniversary, Brax surprises Tess with a romantic trip to Mexico. Sandy beaches,
delicious cocktails, and soul-connecting sex set the mood for a wonderful holiday. With a full heart, and
looking forward to a passion filled week, Tess is on top of the world. But lusty paradise is shattered.
Kidnapped. Drugged. Stolen. Tess is forced into a world full of darkness and terror. Captive and alone with
no savior, no lover, no faith, no future, Tess evolves from terrified girl to fierce fighter. But no matter her
strength, it can’t save her from the horror of being sold. Can Brax find Tess before she’s broken and
ruined, or will Tess’s new owner change her life forever? A New Adult Dark Contemporary Romance, not
suitable for people sensitive to grief, slavery, and hard to read subjects. A story about finding love in the
strangest of places, a will of iron that grows from necessity, and forgiveness that may not be enough.
Blank Canvas-Kit Rocha 2017-04-27 WARNING: This is a very short story (available free on the author's
website!) formatted in print as a collectible item only. Please do not purchase this unless you know what it
is!
Polaris Rising-Jessie Mihalik 2019-02-05 “Polaris Rising is space opera at its best, intense and addictive, a
story of honor, courage, betrayal, and love. Jessie Mihalik is an author to watch.”--Ilona Andrews, #1 New
York Times bestselling author A space princess on the run and a notorious outlaw soldier become unlikely
allies in this imaginative, sexy space opera adventure—the first in an exciting science fiction trilogy. In the
far distant future, the universe is officially ruled by the Royal Consortium, but the High Councillors, the
heads of the three High Houses, wield the true power. As the fifth of six children, Ada von Hasenberg has
no authority; her only value to her High House is as a pawn in a political marriage. When her father
arranges for her to wed a noble from House Rockhurst, a man she neither wants nor loves, Ada seizes
control of her own destiny. The spirited princess flees before the betrothal ceremony and disappears
among the stars. Ada eluded her father’s forces for two years, but now her luck has run out. To ensure she
cannot escape again, the fiery princess is thrown into a prison cell with Marcus Loch. Known as the Devil
of Fornax Zero, Loch is rumored to have killed his entire chain of command during the Fornax Rebellion,
and the Consortium wants his head. When the ship returning them to Earth is attacked by a battle cruiser
from rival House Rockhurst, Ada realizes that if her jilted fiancé captures her, she’ll become a political
prisoner and a liability to her House. Her only hope is to strike a deal with the dangerous fugitive: a
fortune if he helps her escape. But when you make a deal with an irresistibly attractive Devil, you may lose
more than you bargained for . . .
Novellas and Stories-Meljean Brook 2013 "The Blushing Bounder by Meljean Brook: While the search for a
killer puts Constable Newberry's life in danger, he faces a danger of another kind: to his heart, by the
woman forced to marry him. What will it take for this prudish bounder to convince his wife to stay? Vixen
by Jessica Sims: Miko's denied her were-fox nature for far too long and turned her back on her vixen
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heritage. But when she meets two very sexy cat-shifters, she has to decide if she truly wants to give up on
her frisky side, or embrace it. Because the were-fox in her doesn't want to choose between both men-- it
wants them both. Kitten-Tiger & the Monk by Carolyn Crane: Sophia Sidway, Midcity's most dangerous
memory revisionist, seeks out the mysterious Monk in the wasteland beneath the Tangle turnpike, hoping
for redemption-- but it turns out that the Monk is not all that pious, and the turnpike is no turnpike at all."-Page 4 of cover.
Shame-Salman Rushdie 2010-12-31 The novel that set the stage for his modern classic, The Satanic
Verses, Shame is Salman Rushdie’s phantasmagoric epic of an unnamed country that is “not quite
Pakistan.” In this dazzling tale of an ongoing duel between the families of two men—one a celebrated
wager of war, the other a debauched lover of pleasure—Rushdie brilliantly portrays a world caught
between honor and humiliation —“shamelessness, shame: the roots of violence.” Shame is an astonishing
story that grows more timely by the day. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Aurora Blazing-Jessie Mihalik 2019-10-01 "Jessie Mihalik is an author to watch.”--Ilona Andrews, #1 New
York Times bestselling author To save her brother and protect her family’s future, a powerful princess
must join forces with a dashing man from her past in this thrilling space adventure, the second novel in
the Consortium Rebellion trilogy. As the dutiful daughter of High House von Hasenberg, Bianca set aside
her personal feelings and agreed to a political match arranged by her family, only to end up trapped in a
loveless, miserable marriage. When her husband unexpectedly dies, Bianca vows never to wed again.
Newly independent, she secretly uses her wealth and influence to save other women stuck in dire
circumstances. Information is power and Bianca has a network of allies and spies that would be the envy
of the ’verse—if anyone knew about it. When her family’s House is mysteriously attacked, Bianca’s oldest
brother, the heir to House von Hasenberg, disappears. Fearful for her brother’s life, the headstrong
Bianca defies her father and leaves Earth to save him. Ian Bishop, the director of House von Hasenberg
security—and Bianca’s first love—is ordered to find and retrieve the rebellious woman. Ian is the last man
Bianca wants to see. To evade capture, she leads him on a merry chase across the universe. But when
their paths finally collide, she knows she must persuade him to help her. Bianca will do anything to save
her sibling, even if it means spending time alone on a small ship with the handsome, infuriating man who
once broke her heart. As the search takes them deep into rival House Rockhurst territory, Bianca must
decide if she can trust Ian with the one piece of information that could destroy her completely . . .
Asking for It-Lilah Pace 2015 Graduate student Vivienne Charles is afraid and ashamed of her own
fantasies: being taken by force by a man who will claim her completely. When the mysterious Jonah Marks
learns her secret, he makes a stunning offer: they will remain near-strangers and meet in secret so that he
can fulfil her fantasies. Their arrangement is twisted. The sex is incredible. And soon their emotions are
bound together as tightly as the rope around Vivienne's wrists. But the secrets in their pasts threaten to
take their arrangement down an even darker path.
Hemy-Victoria Ashley 2014-09-22 Henry Knox has hurt the one person that meant something to him, the
only person he has loved. He became involved with drugs, alcohol and the wild life. But what he really
wants is real love and the high that comes along with it.
Beyond Doubt (O'Kane for Life, #1)-Kit Rocha 2017-05-29 This BREN & SIX novella contains massive
spoilers for the Beyond series. It is meant for existing fans of the series who want to get a glimpse of what
life looks like for their favorite characters after The End. It may be confusing and unsatisfying for readers
not familiar with the world and characters. If you haven’t read the series, please proceed with caution…
O’Kane for Life… Winning a war might be enough for most people, but Bren and Six aren’t interested in
kicking back to enjoy peace. Not when they finally have the time—and resources—to protect the people in
the sector they now rule. Especially the orphaned street kids. Six remembers how hard it is to trust when
your whole life has been a struggle to survive. Bren remembers how hard it is to be patient. Together,
they have the skills and the power to make a better world than the one they grew up in—but only if they
can be honest with each other about the future they want. Not just for Sector Three, but for themselves.
Monsters in the Dark-Pepper Winters 2015-02-20 From New York Times Bestseller Pepper Winters comes
the highly acclaimed USA Today Bestselling Series: Monsters in the Dark. For the first time ever, the
Monsters in the Dark trilogy is available in one boxed set edition. REVEIWS: *6 STARS - BEST BOOK I'VE
READ THIS YEAR!* Hook Me Up Book Blog *6 out of 5 BRANDING stars!!! THE BEST BOOK OF 2013!*
Prima Donna *5 DEVESTATING STARS* This is dark erotica at its finest - absolutely top-notch* Sinfully
Sexy *5 OH MY GOD STARS! Pepper Winters is without doubt now one of my most favourite authors and I
can't see what her deliciously wicked mind comes up with next.* GOODREADS REVIEWER This is a story
of eroticism, horror, tragedy and ultimately undying and unwavering love. Included in the following
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edition are the following books: TEARS OF TESS "My life was complete. Happy, content, everything neat
and perfect. Then it all changed. I was sold." Kidnapped. Drugged. Stolen. Tess is forced into a world full
of darkness and terror. QUINTESSENTIALLY Q "All my life, I battled with the knowledge I was twisted...
fucked up to want something so deliciously dark. But then slave fifty-eight entered my world. " Q may be a
monster, but he's Tess's monster. TWISTED TOGETHER "After battling through hell, I brought my esclave
back from the brink of ruin. I sacrificed everything-my heart, my mind, my very desires to bring her back
to life." Q gave everything to bring Tess back. In return, he expects nothing less.
Beyond A1+ SB Premium Pack-Robert Campbell 2015-01-05
Toxic Desire-Robin Lovett 2018-03-19 Nemona can't believe she's crashed on the planet Fyrian with the
brooding, golden-skinned alien who destroyed her ship. She should want to kill him, but everything on
Fyrian is an aphrodisiac so she just wants to have him. Now. Revenge. That's all commander Oten has
wanted against humans for more than a century, ever since they tried to destroy his kind. He never
thought he'd end up in bed with one. But the desire the sex planet stokes for this human female is eating
at him. Keeping his hands, mouth, and vampiric fangs to himself proves impossible—especially when she's
begging him to touch her. Nemona has no idea what endless sex with a Ssedez will do to her. But Oten
knows all too well. They need to get off this planet before their coupling stirs an alien mating bond that
neither of their hearts can withstand... Each book in the Planet of Desire series is STANDALONE: * Toxic
Desire * Captive Desire
Three Hard Lessons-Nikki Sloane 2015-04-06 I am the woman men pay thousands of dollars to sleep with.
I do what I love and what I'm so very good at. Then he walks in and drops $30,000. He wants to talk. And
kiss. And take me home. In a single night, this man turns everything upside-down and has me breaking
every rule I've lived by to keep men at a distance. I'm about to learn some lessons the hard way. Don't
tease him. Don't give him boundaries. And don't think you get a choice in who you love. Please note: This
book is a standalone. It contains strong sexual content including a scene of M/F/F, group sex (no couple
swap), and is intended for mature audiences only.
Beyond Happily Ever After: Volume One-Kit Rocha 2018-11-16 Caution: these stories are not meant to
stand alone. The Beyond Happily Ever After stories are vignettes and outtakes showing the O'Kanes in
their daily lives, in between the adventures and often after their happy endings. These stories were
written exclusively for readers and fans of the series, and will probably not make very much sense to
anyone not familiar with the characters.This collection includes thirteen stories originally voted on by
members of our Patreon. Each is only 1000-2500 words long and features a slice of life for characters in
and around the Sectors. * Creative Incentives (Cruz, Ace & Rachel)* Cravings (Noelle & Jasper)* Dessert
(Hawk & Jeni)* Ravished (Finn & Trix)* 6th Sense (Ashwin & Kora)* Efficient (Mia & Ford)* Memorial
(Noah & Emma)* Fierce Protector (Hawk, Jeni & Finn)* A Little Bad (Tatiana & Zan)* Makhai (Samson)*
Flash (Flash, Amira & Hana)* Diplomacy (Gideon & Six)* ZOMBIES!!! (Laurel & Zeke)
Beyond B1 Workbook-Ingrid Wisniewska 2014-04-04 Provides students the chance to consolidate their
learning over the course. This title includes extra grammar and vocabulary consolidation pages, which are
cumulative throughout the book and therefore provide thorough language recycling. It is useful as a
homework tool or for use in class.
Taunting the Biker-Cassie Alexandra 2019-10-09 Maddox Jones (Mad Dog to his friends) is the nephew of
Bastard, the founding president of the Gold Vipers MC and newest edition to the Jensen, Iowa Chapter. A
fearless hell-raiser, Mad Dog takes what he wants and right now it's Charlie Armati, who walks into his life
with a baseball bat and some deeply rooted daddy issues.
A Lady by Midnight-Tessa Dare 2012-08-28 Spindle Cove, nestled in a peaceful corner of Regency Era
England, has long been known as “Spinster Cove,” due to its preponderance of unwed ladies of “delicate
constitutions”—and that’s the fictional setting for a delightful historical romance series by USA Today
bestselling author Tessa Dare. In A Lady by Midnight, a young woman searching for her family finds love
unexpectedly with a handsome colonel—but the secrets of her heritage threaten to disrupt their
romance…and their upcoming nuptials. Concerning the heart-soaring romantic fiction of Ms. Tessa Dare,
fans of Lisa Kleypas and Eloisa James would do well to heed Julia Quinn’s admonitions and “prepare to fall
in love!”
A Heart of Blood and Ashes-Milla Vane 2020-02-04 A generation past, the western realms were embroiled
in endless war. Then the Destroyer came. From the blood and ashes he left behind, a tenuous alliance rose
between the barbarian riders of Parsathe and the walled kingdoms of the south. That alliance is all that
stands against the return of an ancient evil—until the barbarian king and queen are slain in an act of
bloody betrayal. Though forbidden by the alliance council to kill the corrupt king responsible for his
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parents’ murders, Maddek vows to avenge them, even if it costs him the Parsathean crown. But when he
learns it was the king’s daughter who lured his parents to their deaths, the barbarian warrior is
determined to make her pay. Yet the woman Maddek captures is not what he expected. Though the last in
a line of legendary warrior-queens, Yvenne is small and weak, and the sharpest weapons she wields are
her mind and her tongue. Even more surprising is the marriage she proposes to unite them in their goals
and to claim their thrones—because her desire for vengeance against her father burns even hotter than
his own…
Beyond Series Novella Bundle-Kit Rocha 2015-09-11 This bundle contains novellas #3.5, #4.5 and #5.5 in
the bestselling, award-winning BEYOND series. Beyond Temptation - Novella #3.5: Hacker Noah Lennox
lives in the shadows, fighting a one-man war against the corrupt leader of Sector Five. The only weak spot
in his armor is his best friend’s sweet younger sister--the girl he swore to save, even from himself. With
her brother dead and a target on their backs, getting her out of the sector--and out of danger--meant
giving her up for good. Or so he thought. Emma Cibulski has made her own home in Sector Four, as a full
member of the O’Kane gang and apprentice to their infamous tattoo artist. When Noah--the first man she
ever loved--stumbles back into her life, it’s her chance to have it all. The spark between them burns hotter
than ever, and this time her fantasies are far from innocent. But can they handle the heat...or will Noah’s
dark secrets drive them apart forever? Beyond Solitude - Novella #4.5: Mia risked everything to walk
away from a gilded cage in Sector Two, but grasping at freedom was only her first trial. With no
protection in the sectors, every day is a struggle to stay alive. Her best hope now is a job working for the
most dangerous gang in Sector Four--the O’Kanes. When a motorcycle accident leaves Derek Ford riding a
desk at the O'Kane compound, the last thing he needs is a sexy new assistant upending his office and his
life. Especially someone like Mia, who greets his growls and commands with smiles and a fierce
independence. The friction between them generates an undeniable heat, and Mia's stubborn refusal to let
life beat her down stirs Ford's darkest protective instincts. He has the power to take care of her, protect
her not only from discomfort but from threats of her past...but first he'd have to claim her. And Mia will
never be kept again. Beyond Possession - Novella #5.5: Tatiana Stone has worked hard to establish herself
as one of Sector Four's most skilled crafters. All she wants is peace--but the sins of her father haunt her.
He ruled the sector as a petty tyrant before the O'Kane takeover, and plenty of people harbor bitter
memories of his cruelty. Especially now that Tatiana’s beloved baby sister has fallen in with a man who
wants to start a revolution. Zan failed his boss once, and it won't happen again. So when Dallas O'Kane
asks him to defuse the rebellion brewing in the sector, he’ll do whatever it takes to get the job done-including seduce Tatiana. It’s the perfect opportunity to get closer to the pretty crafter and complete his
mission. But what he discovers is a fiery, passionate woman--and an affair that could destroy them both.
Monster in His Eyes-J. M. Darhower 2014-04-27 Ignazio Vitale is not a good man. I suspect it, the first
time I see him, sense the air of danger that surrounds the man. He has a way of commanding attention, of
taking control, of knowing what I'm thinking before I even do. It's alarming and alluring. It's dark and
deadly. It's everything I've ever wanted but the last thing I truly need. Obsession. It doesn't take him long
to draw me into his web, charming me into his bed and trapping me in his life, a life I know nothing about
until it's too late. He has secrets, secrets I can't fathom, secrets that make it so I can't walk away. I see it
sometimes in his eyes, a darkness that's both terrifying and thrilling. He's a monster, wrapped up in a
pretty package, and what I find when I unmask him changes everything. I want to hate him. Sometimes, I
do. But it doesn't stop me from loving him, too.
Willing Victim-Cara McKenna 2016-07-08 For the past couple years Laurel's been coasting, hiding in the
backseat while her life drifts off course. Then one summer afternoon a tall, built bruiser named Flynn
strides in and steers her straight into an infatuation she never saw coming. Flynn introduces Laurel to
things she's never imagined before-to the violent but exciting realm of the underground boxing circuit, to
rough sex and even rougher role-playing, and to an attraction she craves even as it intimidates her. As
Flynn invites her deeper into his world and his life, Laurel has to make a choice-let fear keep her holed up
where it's safe, or take a chance and fight for the man who makes her feel more alive than she'd dreamed
possible.
Captive Desire-Robin Lovett 2018-11-19 Gahnin, a Ssedez general, hasn't had a woman since his first mate
died a century ago. And since his kind can live for a thousand years, he's still bound by traditional
mourning. If he breaks mourning, he could lose his position in the Ssedez military. His friends and family.
Everything. That means no falling in love. No lust. No sex. For another century. Then he's ordered to
guard Assura, a human woman and military special operative, on a planet whose atmosphere causes a
sexual arousal so fierce, it drives people insane if it isn't satisfied. Even though he tries to keep Assura at
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arm's length, he's hooked. Forbidden desire called to life by a human, the same species who killed his first
mate. Assura needs his body if she is going to live. But if he gives in to his passion, it could destroy him.
Each book in the Planet of Desire series is STANDALONE: * Toxic Desire * Captive Desire
The Prince Who Loved Me-Karen Hawkins 2014-09-23 Determined to foil his grandmother's matchmaking
attempts, Prince Aleksey Romanovin sets his sights on unsuitable Bronwyn Murdoch who, much to his
chagrin, turns his game upside down as she sets out to prove that an ordinary woman can bring a prince
to his knees. Original. 250,000 first printing.
Sissy Assignments 2-Mistress Dede 2015-01-22 A real sissy boi must move past simple self-interest and
become more interested in what his Mistress desires of him instead. These tasks are meant to help you
move into the next step in your sissy boi training and you are required to follow them to the letter. A real
sissy boi would do anything to please his Mistress and feel an actual fear of disappointing her. Prove to
your Mistress that you are completely dedicated to your progress. Some of these sissy boi tasks will be
more difficult than others but each one is geared to touch on a different part of your sissy training.
Following these tasks and by giving your Mistress a progress report at the completion of each as well as a
full report when finished with all 25 assignments will help her better guide you where she wants you to go
next in your training.
The Shattered World-Michael Reaves 1984-01-01 Centuries after the Necromancer had shattered the
world and a group of wizards had bound the fragments together, there arises a new cult of magicians who
want to resurrect the Necromancer to restore the world
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